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Our client, a manufacturing company, is urgently looking for a Sales Analyst who will be base

based in their operation in Dubai. For this role, you will provide analytical and administrative

support for Modern Trade Department by contributing to the day-to-day business operations by

designing and running reports for the management team; building business review data for

Key Account Manager presentations; evaluating promotional activation timing and

performance of promotions in market for sales team. You will conduct sales forecast

analyses ; evaluate market trends from Nielsen data; evaluate execution team Go To Market

Structure, routing and journey plans; and operate as a link between Sales and Finance on

spends.To be considered, you should be a degree holder with minimum 3 years of experience

as sales or marketing analyst. Excellent knowledge of MS Excel and Power Point is

required with strong sales and marketingknowledge of regional FMCG sales trends. You

should have strong analytical skills as well as monitoring and follow-up. Having an excellent

organizational skills and the ability to communicate professionally at all levels is highly

required. If you are meeting the requirements, please send your application now.About The

Company Cobalt Abu Dhabi is part of a leading international recruitment provider with offices

in Europe, Singapore, Australia and New Zealand. Cobalt offers high quality HR

consultancy, executive search, contingency recruitment and Emiratization services in Abu Dhabi

and the wider MENA Region. It works extensively within the fields of Construction &

Engineering, Banking & Finance and HR & Business Support.Contributing to the region’s

development, we play a key role in identifying and attracting the very best talent to ensure

the region’s potential is realized. We also understand the importance of Emiratization in
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ensuring the long-term success of the UAE economy and have therefore pro-actively

developed a strong network of UAE Nationals within our specialist areas.
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